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SYNOPSIS
The Tour du Faso is known by cyclists all over the world as the one of a kind cycling event. Since
1987 Africa’s biggest cycling race is held in ten challenging stages every year. Even experienced
cyclists suffer from average temperatures of 40 degrees Celsius.

The Tour du Faso has retained its unique and very African character as a ‘flawed’ – but much
more sympathetic – copy of the Tour de France, its European model. The race course includes
dusty, challenging roads, the advertising ‘caravan’ consists of a single car and the cyclists are
camping amid the African savannah during the race’s nights.

Even some European teams are attending the race – though they are shorthanded. Whereas, no
African cyclist ever had the chance to participate in the Tour de France.
TOUR DU FASO tells the story of underdogs and enthusiastic cyclists of both continents, Africa
and Europe, as they are attending one of the greatest events in Burkina Faso.

Amit the culture clash of European perfectionism and African realities, German amateurs,
French ex-pros and African local heros fight for making their dreams come true. Every team
wants to win. As the Germans focuse on their careers, the Burkinans fight for the honor of their
country.

In front of the magnificent backdrop of Burkina Faso’s savanna, TOUR DU FASO is evolving its
stunning aesthetics by focusing on both – the cycle sports itself and the odds of fighting spirit.
Yet the film deals not only with the question of who will win – instead, it pays particular attention to the value of the protagonists’ experiences.

In a humorous yet very detailed manner, the film tells the story of various life styles and the ongoing attachment on prejudices – whether it’s the Europeans view of Africa or vice versa.
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TOUR DU FASO takes the audience on an entertaining time travel back to pre-commercialised
decades, where commerce and manipulation did not yet matter.

Director Wilm Huygen succeeds in capturing the races’ esprit and excitement in a film that
matches two genres likewise. TOUR DU FASO is a sports movie as well as a spirited portrait of
Burkina Faso itself.

REGIESTATEMENT

As a filmmaker I always aim to express through portraits of people something about the greater
sociological relations and man´s nature. In my choice for protagonists I look for people who are
creating mental freedom and alternative “worlds”, wherein they are able to keep their liberties.
I am interested in the underdog‘s energy to whom the way matters more than the goal, thus
finding his happiness in living his individual dreams. These People I want to give a stage so that
they encourage the audience to think about our deadlocked valuation standards of success and
happiness.

At the Tour du Faso I find a lot of these positively crazy characters. The African cyclers as well as
the Europeans are extreme underdogs in sport and financial matters. Yet during my visit of the
Tour du Faso 2010 I encountered at the race as in the whole hosting country more passion, dedication and true sporting spirit than anywhere in my life before.

And transporting exactly this energy is my motivation for the feature documentary Tour du Faso. Visually this film is dominated by an interplay of epic width and powerful panoramas with
intense observation and closeness to our protagonists. The smallness and vulnerability of the
individual in contrast to the overwhelming nature will be expressed in epic and almost meditative wide shots. Whereas the heroism and willpower of our protagonists will be shown through
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intense close-ups. This interplay of those two opposite approaches resemble the classical genres
of the great Cinemascope age, like Westerns or Africa films.

We will show shots, that the audience has not seen before: Racers, who appear beside a Baobab
Tree out of clouds of dust or simple huts, which the peleton bypasses like an avalanche. Then
there will also be shots from within the depths of the racers expressing the efforts on the racer´s faces from touching distance: details and extreme close-ups of their eyes, hands, muscles,
brakes, chains, gear wheels and pedals will emphasize the dynamic and pure physical efforts of
the Tour du Faso.

Apart from the sequences shot in this High-Profile Look, we will maily work with the means of
the Cinéma vérité, to get to know our protagonists as private and true as possible.

This Polarity between “Bigger than life”, extremeness and spectacle versus absolute intimacy,
quietness and focus is probably a perfect way for describing the Tour du Faso and its protagonists. The almost surreal experiences of the race as well as all the things seen in the quite hours
after the stages are equally important experiences defining the uniqueness of the very event.
And exactly this mix of emotions I want the audience to be able to participate.

The heroes of the Tour du Faso shall stand in the rich tradition of film history ´s positive underdogs: - from Muhamed Ali in WHEN WE WERE KINGS or the senior Olympians in AUTUMN GOLD
up to Rocky Balboa in ROCKY. The focus is on the event, the struggle and the passion. And this
we want to express cinematographically.
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DIRECTOR’S BIOGRAPHY
After obtaining his master’s degree in Theatre, Film and TV studies, Wilm Huygen (b.
1979) studied directing at the Academy for Media Arts Cologne. His graduation documentary film DER SCHWULE NEGER NOBI (2010), a portrait about a black, gay, EastGerman kiosk owner, premiered at the Film Festival Max-Ophüls-Preis. His TV documentary ENDTIMES (2012) won the Phoenix Advancement Award. THE COALMAN (2011)
was awarded with the Deutsche Kamerapreis (German Camera Award).
Filmography
2014 VON KUMPELS UND BRÄUTEN

documentary

90 min

2013 TOUR DU FASO

documentary

93 min

2012 ENDTIMES

TV-documentary

60 min / Phoenix Award

2012 THE HARDEST TIME

TV-documentary

45 min

2011 THE COLE MAN

TV-documentary

60 min / Deutscher Kamerapreis

2009 DER SCHWULE NEGER NOBI

documentary

60 min / Max Ophüls-Preis 2010

2009 GOTTES DRIVE-IN

documentary

20 min

PRODUCTION COMPANY
augenschein Filmproduktion was founded by Jonas Katzenstein and Maximilian Leo in 2008.
Based in Cologne, Germany, augenschein focuses on international co-productions and German
art cinema of both types - fiction and non-fiction.
augenschein films are dominated by an atmospheric narrative style. It’s the producers’ ambition
to take a closer look at the characters’ journeys and their emotional processes and to make
films that leave lasting impressions.
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